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Design of liquid cell toward three-dimensional imaging of 

unidirectionally-aligned particles in solution using X-ray free-

electron lasers 

Akihiro Suzuki,a Takashi Kimura,†a Ying Yang,a Yoshiya Niida,a Akiko Nishioka,a Tatsuro Tachibana,a 
Masashi Takei,a Kensuke Tono,b Makina Yabashi,c Tetsuya Ishikawa,c Tairo Oshima,d Yoshitaka 
Bessho,ce Yasumasa Jotib and Yoshinori Nishino*a 

X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) opened up a possibility for molecular-scale single particle imaging (SPI) without the need 

for crystallization. In SPI experiments, the orientation of each particle has to be determined from the measured diffraction 

pattern. Preparing unidirectionally-aligned particles can facilitate the determination of sample orientation. Here, we show 

design principles of a liquid cell for three-dimensional imaging of unidirectionally-aligned particle in solution with XFELs. The 

liquid cell was designed so that neither incident X-rays nor diffracted X-rays are blocked by the substrate of the liquid cell 

even at high tilt angles. As a feasibility evaluation, we performed coherent diffraction measurement using the cells with a 1-

μm focused XFEL beam. We successfully measured coherent diffraction patterns of a nano-fabricated metal pattern at 70° 

tilt angle and obtained the reconstructed image by applying iterative phase retrieval. The liquid cell will be usefully applied 

to molecular-scale SPI by using more tightly focused XFELs. In particular, imaging of membrane proteins embedded in lipid 

membranes is expected to have an enormous impact on life science and medicine.

Introduction 

Femtosecond-pulsed X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) enable 

measurement free from radiation damage with the diffraction-

before-destruction strategy.1,2 In addition, the almost-perfect 

spatial coherence of XFELs is favorable for coherent diffractive 

imaging (CDI) experiments.3 CDI allows us to image non-

crystalline sample, thus is expected to provide a breakthrough 

in single particle imaging (SPI) of biomolecules4 that are difficult 

to crystallize, such as membrane proteins. CDI measurement 

with XFELs can be performed at room temperature by 

overcoming the radiation damage problem, and thus has 

advantages also in studying structural dynamics of biological 

targets. 

Three-dimensional SPI realizes by collecting coherent 

diffraction patterns of particles with a reproducible structure at 

different incident angles. In SPI experiments, it is necessary to 

determine the particle orientation from the measured coherent 

diffraction patterns.5,6 In aerosol injectors widely used in SPI 

experiments,7,8 the particle orientation is usually random. In 

fixed target experiments, it is also possible to prepare 

unidirectionally-aligned particles. 

The determination of the sample particle orientation from 

the measured coherent diffraction pattern will become simpler 

for unidirectionally-aligned particles as compared to randomly 

oriented particles. It is also expected that a smaller number of 

diffraction patterns will be required for three-dimensional 

imaging when measuring unidirectionally-aligned particles. 

In the fluctuation scattering method, single-particle 

diffraction data can be calculated by taking angular correlations 

of many coherent diffraction patterns, and three-dimensional 

images can be reconstructed subsequently.9,10 Fluctuation 

scattering can also be performed even when illuminating more 

than one particle in coherent diffraction measurement 

assuming that inter-particle interference can be neglected.11,12 

Illumination of more than one particle helps to enhance the 

diffraction signal and will lead to a higher spatial resolution in 

particle imaging. Elser pointed out that ab initio three-

dimensional imaging in fluctuation scattering generally requires 

unidirectionally-aligned particles, because there are 

information deficits for randomly oriented particles.13 

When measuring unidirectionally-aligned particles, one 

needs to rotate the sample using an automated stage to 

measure coherent diffraction patterns at different tilt angles. In 

SPI measurement, neither incident nor diffracted X-rays should 

be blocked by the sample holder. This article describes the 

design principles of a liquid cell specialized for coherent 
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diffraction measurement at high tilt angles toward three-

dimensional imaging of unidirectionally-aligned particles. 

Pulsed coherent X-ray solution scattering (PCXSS) 

Liquid cells have been employed in fixed-target CDI using XFELs 

and the measurement technique is referred to as pulsed 

coherent X-ray solution scattering (PCXSS).14,15 The authors’ 

group has successfully applied PCXSS to snapshot imaging of live 

cells and open the application of XFEL imaging to bacterial cell 

biology.15 PCXSS is also useful in imaging inorganic particles that 

can maintain their structure in solution only.16,17 

In PCXSS measurement using SACLA, micrometer-focused 

XFEL beam has been used to image sub-micrometer-sized 

targets. MAXIC (multiple application X-ray imaging chamber)18 

and the successor MAXIC-II have been used as sample chambers. 

For molecular-scale SPI at higher spatial resolution, it is required 

to increase XFEL fluence to enhance the diffraction signal at 

higher scattering angles. The SACLA facility has recently 

developed MAXIC-S for SPI utilizing 100-nm focused XFEL in 

collaboration with the authors’ group.19 MAXIC-S is open for 

public users since 2018B SACLA beamtime. 

In PCXSS measurement, MLEAs (micro-liquid enclosure 

arrays) have been used to hold solution samples.20 In MLEAs, 

the solution sample is sandwiched in between two free-

standing thin membranes, each of which is supported by a 

silicon substrate. The membranes act as windows to illuminate 

the sample and to pass the diffracted X-rays. Since each micro-

liquid enclosure is destroyed with an intense single XFEL pulse, 

many enclosures are integrated into a single MLEA and are shot 

with XFEL pulses one by one. MLEAs are fabricated by 

photolithography in-house at Hokkaido University. 

The simplest way to enclose a solution sample in an MLEA is 

to disperse particles in solution. In this case, the particle 

orientations are random as in the case of aerosol injectors. The 

authors are also considering to enclose unidirectionally-aligned 

particles in MLEAs by employing various soft lithography 

techniques.21 Those techniques are widely used in biology and 

biochemistry and are applied for, e.g., localized surface 

plasmonic resonance (LSPR) sensors22 and high-speed atomic 

force microscopy.23 For example, a self-assembled monolayer 

(SAMs)24 on a membrane window can be used to attach the 

sample via biological tags, such as the histidine tag. It is also 

possible to fabricate lipid bilayer chambers in the MLEA and 

embed membrane proteins in the lipid bilayer while 

maintaining their activities. 25 

Micro-liquid enclosure arrays (MLEAs) 

The MLEAs for high tilt angles are designed based on the ones 

that have been used for PCXSS measurement. Therefore, we 

first briefly explain the design and fabrication process of existing 

MLEAs. MLEAs are made from silicon substrates coated with 

thin silicon nitride (SiN) on both sides. An array of free-standing 

SiN membrane windows is fabricated by photolithography using 

KOH etching of silicon. MLEAs are assembled by sticking two 

silicon substrates with free-standing SiN membrane windows 

after precise alignment. 

The independence of each micro-liquid enclosure in an 

MLEA is secured by the grid partition fabricated on one of the 

silicon substrates by photolithography. The thickness of the 

liquid layer can be determined by the height of the grid partition. 

The widths of the window aperture are currently ~20 μm in both 
the directions, which is enough larger than the 1-μm beam size 
of focused XFELs. Tapered silicon frames of the X-ray 

illuminating window act as slit blades and have been proven to 

be effective in reducing parasitic scattering from upstream 

optics.15 

KOH etching is highly anisotropic: the etch rate in the <111> 

direction is slower than in the <100> direction by two or three 

orders of magnitude depending on the condition. Therefore, 

when using silicon substrates with the (100) surface, a tapered 

structure with a slope of 54.7° is formed in KOH etching. Due to 

the tapered structure, the etched area is much larger at the 

backside of the substrate, and thinner silicon substrates are 

required to shorten the interval between windows for a higher 

degree of integration. Conversely, thinner silicon substrates 

increase the risk of breakage them in handling. The thickness of 

silicon we are currently using is 150 μm. The SiN membrane has 

a thickness of 200 nm, which is relatively thick in order not to 

break it during the fabricating process of the grid partition after 

KOH etching and the subsequent cleaning process. 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic cross-section of an MLEA for high tilt angles. α  is the tilt angle of the 

XFEL beam, θ  is the maximum diffraction angle, and τ  is the taper angle of the silicon 

substrate. 
l
t , 

s
t  and 

m
t  are the thickness of the liquid layer, the silicon substrate and 

the SiN membrane, respectively. The widths of the upstream and downstream windows 

are given by 
u
w  and 

d
w , respectively. d  is the window overlap. W  is the effective slit 

width as seen from the XFEL beam. 

MLEAs for high tilt angles 

General design  

In designing MLEAs for high tilt angles, the first thing we should 

consider is to prevent the incident and diffracted X-rays from 

hitting the substrate of MLEAs. Fig. 1 shows the cross-sectional 

structure of an MLEA for high tilt angles we designed. The 

upstream and downstream substrates have different window 

widths, and the centers are shifted with some overlap. In Fig. 1, 

α , θ  and τ  are the tilt angle of the XFEL beam, the maximum 

diffraction angle considered and the taper angle of the silicon 

substrate, respectively. 
l
t , 

s
t  and 

m
t  are the thicknesses of the 

liquid layer, the silicon substrate and the SiN membrane, 
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respectively. For the given experimental condition set by the 

above six variables, we determine the window widths and the 

window overlap. 

We take the horizontal directions of Fig. 1 as the x -axis, and 

the direction to the right is positive x . The x -coordinates of 

the left and right edges of the upstream windows are 
ul
x  and 

ur
x , respectively. Similarly, the coordinates of the left and right 

edges of the downstream windows are 
dl
x  and 

dr
x , 

respectively. Then, the widths of the upstream and downstream 

windows are given by 
u ur ul
w x x= −  and 

dr dld
w x x= − , 

respectively. The window overlap is defined by 
dr ul

d x x= − . 

We first consider the window overlap d . We assume the 
XFEL beam passes through the x -coordinate ( ) 2ul dr

x x+  at 

the middle of the liquid layer and set the coordinate to the 

origin: ( ) 2 0
ul dr
x x+ = . Then we have 2

dr ul
x x d= − = . The 

effective slit width W  as seen from the XFEL beam is given by 

 ( )22
atan

2
2 cos

l m

l m

t t
W d t t

d
α + = + +   


−
 

. (1) 

For ( )2
l m

d t t+ , it is simply given by cosW d α= . For a given 

tilt angle α , the window overlap d  can be determined from 

the desired effective slit width W  using Eq. (1). 

Next, we consider the window widths 
u
w  and 

d
w . The 

condition to prevent the incident XFEL beam from hitting the 

upstream substrate is that, at the top surface of the upstream 

substrate, the x -coordinate ( )cot
ur s
x t τ+  of the right tapered 

frame of the window is larger (more to the right) than the x -

coordinate ( )2 2 tan
s m l
t t t α+ +  of the incident XFEL beam. 

Thus, we have 

 tan2 cot
2 2

l

ur u s m s

d t
x w tt tα τ 

 


−


= − > + + . (2) 

Similarly, the condition to prevent the diffracted XFEL beam 

from hitting the downstream substrate is that, at the bottom 

surface of the downstream substrate, the x -coordinate 

( )cot
dl s
x t τ−  of the left tapered frame of the window is smaller 

(more to the left) than the x -coordinate 

( ) ( )2 2 tan
s m l
t t t α θ− + + +  of the left edge of the diffracted 

XFEL beam. Thus, we have 

 ( )tan2 cot
2 2

l

dl d s m s

d t
w tx t tα θ τ  + + 

 
= − + < − + + . (3) 

The thicknesses of the liquid layer 
l
t  and the membrane 

m
t  are 

usually much thinner than the thickness of the silicon 
s
t , thus 

( )2 2
s m l
t t t+ +  in Eqs. (2) and (3) can be approximated by 

s
t . 

Specific design for MAXIC-S measurement 

Tomography measurement at high tilt angles is generally 

hindered by the sample holder, which causes missing data. The 

problem is known as the missing wedge and can causes 

artefacts in tomographic reconstruction.26 The missing wedges 

should be minimized for faithful image reconstruction, although 

the iterative phase retrieval algorithm help recover the missing 

diffraction data in three-dimensional CDI. 

Measurement at higher tilt angles requires the increase of the 

window widths, especially the downstream window width. 

Wider windows result in a lower degree of integration, i.e. a 

smaller number of micro-liquid enclosures in a single MLEA. 

Larger tilt angle also makes the X-ray footprint on the liquid cell 

plane larger, which causes a decrease in the incident X-ray 

fluence. Furthermore, to keep the number of particles in the 

XFEL interaction volume constant (e.g., to maximize single-

particle hits), a larger X-ray footprint requires a more diluted 

sample solution. In this study, we assume 70° to be the 

maximum tilt angle in considering the above-mentioned 

technical limitations and previous studies of successful three-

dimensional CDI.27 

Now we consider the maximum diffraction angle for the 

experimental setup using MAXIC-S. In the setup, diffraction 

patterns are recorded by the MPCCD (multi-port charge-

coupled device)28 octal sensor detector located at 320 mm 

downstream of the sample. Each of 8 sensors of the MPCCD 

octal sensor detector has 1024×512 pixels, and 8 sensors are 

tiled to make a total of 2048×2048 pixels with a single pixel size 

of 50 μm. The MPCCD octal sensor detector has an open 
aperture at the middle with a maximum aperture size of 9.9 mm, 

and the diffracted X-ray passed through the aperture can be 

recorded with the MPCCD dual sensor located 1600 mm 

downstream of the sample. For the maximum aperture size of 

9.9 mm, the side length of the MPCCD octal sensor detector is 

112.3 mm. This corresponds to the diffraction angle 10θ = °  at 

the edge of the MPCCD octal sensor detector. We take this 
value as the maximum diffraction angle in designing MLEAs for 

high tilt angles. 

The achievable spatial resolution δ  is determined by the 

wavelength λ  of the XFEL beam and the maximum diffraction 

angle θ  as ( )( )2s n 2iδ λ θ= . MAXIC-S is designed for an XFEL 

wavelength of 3.1 Å or a photon energy of 4 keV. Then the 

achievable resolution using MAXIC-S is given by 1.8 nm at the 

edge of the MPCCD octal sensor detector. 

From the above considerations, we designed MLEAs for high 

tilt angles as discussed below. We set the thicknesses of the 
liquid layer, silicon and SiN membrane to 200nm

l
t = , 

μ150 m
s
t =  and 200nm

m
t = , respectively. The tilt angle of XFEL, 

the maximum diffraction angle considered and the taper angle 

of the substrate are set to 70α = ° , 10θ = °  and 54.7τ = ° , 

respectively. 

We set W  to around 20 μm as practiced in our normal 

incidence measurement using MAXIC and MAXIC-II. By 

substituting the parameter values in Eq. (1), we have μm57d =  

for μm20W = . We set the window overlap to μm60d =  and 

the short side width of both windows to 20 μm, which makes 
the effective slit size around 20 μm in both directions. 

By substituting the parameter values in Eqs. (2) and (3), we 

have μ7 m33
u
w >  and μ7 m77

d
w > , respectively. In the actual 

design, the long side widths of upstream and downstream 

windows are set to μ0 m35
u
w =  and 880μm

d
w = , respectively. 

The upstream and downstream substrates have a square shape 

and the side lengths are 12 mm and 14 mm, respectively. The 

downstream substrate is larger because of the margin for gluing 

with ultraviolet resin after tight sticking of the two substrates. 
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Fig. 2(a) show a picture of MLEAs for high tilt angles we 

fabricated and Fig. 2(b) an enlarged view of a single window. 

The fabricated MLEA has 24 windows in one-dimensional array 

at an interval of 350 μm. The degree of integration of MLEAs 
can be easily improved by making two-dimensional arrays of 

windows. The fabrication and assembly processes of MLEAs are 

the same as for the standard MLEAs and the details are 

described in a separate paper.20 

 
Fig. 2. The digital microscope images of an MLEA for high tilt angles. (a) Whole picture 
and (b) enlarged view of a single window. 

Evaluation of MLEAs for high tilt angles 

Fabrication of metal test pattern sample 

To evaluate MLEAs for high tilt angles, we performed CDI 

measurement using a test sample composed of a two-

dimensional array of gold cylinders on the SiN windows. No 

liquid was enclosed in the cell in the demonstration 

measurement. Fig. 3 show the design of the test sample. Each 

cylinder is 200 nm in diameter and 50 nm in thickness. As for 

the interval between cylinders, we designed so that a single 

cylinder is illuminated by the focused XFEL beam with a focal 

spot size of ~1.5 μm (full-width at half maximum). For higher tilt 

angles, X-ray footprint on the SiN window becomes longer by a 

factor of 1 / cosα  in the direction perpendicular to the rotation 

axis, and it becomes 4.4 μm long for 70° tilt angle. From the 
above consideration, for 70° tilt angle, we set the interval 

between the cylinders to 5 μm and 15 μm in the direction 
parallel and perpendicular to the rotation axis, respectively. 

 
Fig. 3. The design of a cylindrical object used as a test sample. (a) The diameter and 

thickness of gold are 200 nm and 50 nm, respectively. Chromium is used as an adhesion 

promoter. (b) A gold cylinder is fabricated on the upstream SiN window. 

We fabricated the test pattern sample by electron 

lithography using ELS-F125 (ELIONIX Inc.) at 125 kV. As a high-

resolution positive resist, we used ZEP-520A (ZEON Corp.). In 

order to render electrical conductivity to the surface of the 

resist, ESPACER 300Z (SHOWA DENKO) was spin coated. 

Although ultrasonic agitation is often used in the lift-off process, 

we have to avoid it to prevent the thin SiN window from 

breaking. Instead, we stationarily immersed the substrates into 

a remover solution ZDMAC at 130°C for 10 minutes followed by 

a rinse with acetone, methanol and distilled water. Fig. 4(a) 

shows a top view of the sample imaged by confocal laser 

microscopy (CLM). This image shows that nanometer-scale 

objects were formed at the designed interval. Fig. 4(b) shows a 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a single cylinder 

thus fabricated. Because backscattered electrons from the 

substrate also exposed the resist, the diameter of the fabricated 

cylinder is larger than the designed one by about 30 nm. The 

SEM image in Fig. 4(b) is vertically elongated presumably due to 

the positional drift of electron beam in SEM observation caused 

by the charging effect, whereas the actual structure should be 

circular. 

 
Fig. 4. Top views of the test pattern sample used for CDI measurement at 70° tilt angle. 

(a) a confocal laser microscopy (CLM) image of an array of Au cylinders and (b) a scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) image of a single Au cylinder. 

CDI measurement with MAXIC 

We brought the test sample to BL3 of SACLA and performed CDI 

measurement using MAXIC. MAXIC was slowly evacuated to 

prevent the thin SiN windows of MLEAs from breaking. The XFEL 

beam from SACLA with a photon energy of 4keV was guided to 

EH4c after removing higher harmonics with a total reflection 

double mirror system at the optics hutch. In EH4c, the XFEL 

beam was focused to a spot size of ~1.5 μm with a Kirkpatrick-

Baez mirror system29 and illuminated the sample at the focal 

position in MAXIC.18 Diffraction patters were recorded with an 

MPCCD octal sensor detector located 1.525 m downstream of 

the sample. Although MAXIC-S is equipped with a sample 

rotation stage, MAXIC used for the test measurement isn’t. We 
therefore made a special MLEA holder with fixed tilt angles as 

the three-dimensional drawing shown in Fig. 5(a). Fig. 5(b) is a 

picture of the MLEA holder in MAXIC. 

 
Fig. 5. (a) three-dimensional drawing and (b) picture of the MLEA holder with 70° tilt 

angle. 

In aligning the window aperture to the XFEL beam, we have 

to take a different method from that used for normal incidence 
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measurement. In normal incidence measurement, we exposed 

the silicon frame of an MLEA with a single XFEL pulse and 

observed the damaged spot with the zoom lens camera to 

determine the XFEL beam position on the camera monitor 

screen. Here, we used epi-illumination and observed the 

reflected light from the MLEA. In tilt angle measurement, the 

reflected light did not enter the camera and therefore we could 

not observe MLEAs with the zoom lens camera. Instead, we 

illuminated the windows at the corners of the MLEA with an 

attenuated XFEL beam and monitored the transmitted X-ray 

intensity with a PIN photodiode to determine the center 

coordinates. The positions of the other windows were 

determined by interpolation. 

Image reconstruction 

Figs. 6. (a) and (b) show the diffraction patterns of the test 

sample at tilt angles of 0° and 70°, respectively. (c) and (d) are 

sample images reconstructed from (a) and (b), respectively. (e) 

shows the ideal projection image of the cylinder pattern at a tilt 

angle of 70°. We successfully recorded coherent diffraction 
patterns even at a tilt angle of 70° without any blocking. The 

coherent diffraction intensities extend to the edges and the 

corners of the MPCCD octal sensor detector, where the spatial 

resolution corresponds to 6 nm at the corners. All diffraction 

patterns measured were from single isolated cylinders as we 

designed, enabling image reconstruction. The reconstructed 

sample image at 70° in Fig. 6(d) has a size consistent with the 

ideal projection shown in Fig. 6(e). The non-uniformity of the 

reconstructed image intensity, which can be also seen in the 

SEM image of Fig. 4(b), is expected to be induced by the 

inaccuracy in electron-beam lithography. 

Image reconstruction was carried out on the HPC system at 

SACLA.30 To improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the diffraction 

data, the centrosymmetrized diffraction pattern was first 4 × 4 

binned, which corresponds to the one-dimensional 

oversampling ratio ~8, and cropped into 521 × 521 pixels. The 

centrosymmetrization of the diffraction pattern can be justified 

in considering that the sample is composed mostly of gold and 

the maximum phase shift is 0.74 radian even at 70°tilt angle for 

4 keV X-rays. The reconstruction consisted of 10,000 iterations 

with the hybrid-input-output algorithm31 coupled with shrink-

wrap algorithm32 and oversampling smoothness algorithm.33 

The initial support was obtained from the threshold applied to 

the autocorrelation of the object.32 The feedback parameter of 

shrink-wrap algorithm was set to 0.89 and the support was 

updated every 20 iterations with a threshold of 0.05. In addition, 

a Gaussian filter function was multiplied to the density outside 

the support and its width was changed linearly every 1000 

iterations. Each iteration was repeated 500 times with 

independent and random starting density maps, and the 54 (tilt 

angle of 0°) or 178 (70°) good quality images with high similarity 

(correlation coefficient >0.96) were selected and averaged to 

yield the final reconstruction. The spatial resolution of the 

reconstructed images shown in Figs. 6 (c) and (d) are 20 nm and 

21 nm, respectively, as estimated using the phase retrieval 

transfer function (PRTF)34 with a threshold value of 1 / e  (Fig. 6 

(f)). 

The above demonstration experiment is for strongly 

scattering gold patterns. However, there remain technical 

challenges to be tackled for molecular-scale SPI of biological 

targets mainly because of the weakness of the scattering signal. 

Increase in the pulse energy of XFEL sources always help 

enhance the scattering signal. As a measure for weak scattering 

signal, it is also effective to illuminate multiple sample particles 

and apply the fluctuation scattering technique.9–13 Although SPI 

using liquid cells gives an additional challenge of, e.g., reduced 

image contrast due to the surrounding solvent, it has significant 

advantages for detailed analysis of biomolecular dynamics 

owing to the capability of measurement under controlled 

environmental conditions. Furthermore, the incorporation of 

lipid bilayer chambers25 into the liquid cells will allow the 

analysis of active membrane proteins under physiological 

conditions. Efforts toward molecular-scale SPI are underway at 

XFEL facilities over the world.35 

 
Fig. 6. (a) and (b) diffraction patterns of the test sample at tilt angles of 0° and 70°, 

respectively. (c) and (d) are sample image reconstructed from (a) and (b), respectively. 

(e) the ideal projection image of the cylindrical object with 53 nm thickness at a tilt angle 

of 70°. (f) Phase-retrieval transfer function (PRTF) of the reconstructed images shown in 

(c) and (d). The spatial resolution of the both images is ~20 nm as estimated from the 

spatial frequency, where the PRTF drops to 1 / e . 

Conclusion 

We showed the design principles of MLEAs for SPI of 

unidirectionally aligned particles at high tilt angles. MLEAs for 

high tilt angles were designed so that neither incident and 
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diffracted X-ray are blocked. We performed CDI measurement 
to evaluate them using the 1-μm focused XFEL beam at SACLA. 
Using a test sample composed of a two-dimensional array of 

nanofabricated gold cylinders, we demonstrated the successful 

coherent diffraction measurement and subsequent image 

reconstruction at 70° tilt angle. The equations shown in this 

article are general and can be used also in optimizing the design 

of MLEAs for molecular level imaging of unidirectionally aligned 

particles using the 100-nm focused XFEL beam offered by 

MAXIC-S. As an example of future targets of unidirectionally 

aligned particles, membrane proteins embedded in lipid bilayer 

chambers have significance in life science and medicine. 
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